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Everyday living
solutions

RNIB Everyday solutions
We’re here to provide you with products that
support your independence and help you in
your daily life. Our Everyday Living Catalogue is
packed with hundreds of products for you to use
in your home, at work or during school; including
tactile labelling solutions, time-pieces, kitchen
equipment, stationery, lighting and assistive
technology. We hope you find this small selection
of our best-selling products useful.
To browse our full range visit shop.rnib.org.uk
or call our Helpline on 0303 123 9999 to order
a catalogue in large print, audio or braille.

Sign up for free updates
Be one of the first to hear about our new
product launches and special offers by
subscribing to New Product Guide.
Call the Helpline on 0303 123 9999 to
sign up for the braille, audio, large print
or email formats. If you’re online you can
also subscribe to our regular eNewsletter
at shop.rnib.org.uk
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Lighting
Good lighting can make any task easier and
we’ve got a wide range of lights. Choose from
floor lamps to magnifying lights and portable
lights like this one:

Daylight Smart clip-on
light (DH418)
This extra lightweight clip-on
lamp makes a great companion
for crafting, reading or providing
extra light in a wardrobe. The flexible arm can be
easily directed to where the light is needed.

Kitchen
Whether you want to whip up the perfect Victoria
sponge or just make a cup of tea, check out our
kitchen range.

Boil alert (DK28)
Placed in the bottom of a
saucepan, this small stainless‑steel
disc will rattle when your water
reaches boiling point.
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Talking kitchen scales
and easy-to-see
measuring jug set (DK152)
This modern set of talking
kitchen scales comes with
an easy-to-see measuring jug. As well as bold
markings, the jug has an easy-grip handle. Measure
by weight or volume (up to 5kg or 1,300ml) and
hear the result in a clear male English voice.

RNIB Liquid level
indicators (DK127 and DK139)
Our liquid level indicators have
been helping people with sight
loss get their morning cuppa
for more than 25 years. Simply
place on the side of a cup and
a series of audible beeps will let
you know when the liquid nears
the top. The DK127 indicator also
vibrates. Can be used with both
hot and cold liquids to fill pots
and pans, kettles and glasses. Our
rechargeable Glowmat (DH99) is handy to pop on
your bedside table to locate your drink in the night.
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Health and wellbeing
Look after yourself with our range of healthcare
products. Keep on top of medication routines,
make sure your hair is just the way you want or
check your weight.

Super 8 daily pill organiser
(DH308)

Stay on top of your medication
routine with this pocket-sized
pill organiser. It has both audible and visual alarm
reminders, which you can set to alert you up to
eight times a day. The clear screen displays digits
measuring 2cm high.

Talking bathroom scales
(DH366)

These talking bathroom scales
announce your weight in a
natural English female voice
and weigh in either metric (kilograms/grams)
or imperial (pounds/ounces). Your weight is also
shown on the large LCD display, showing digits
3.5cm (1.4”) high. Choose from four languages –
English, French, German or Spanish. Must be used
on hard flooring, not carpet.
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Opticare eye-drop
dispenser (DH112)
Clip this dispenser on to your
eye‑drop bottle to make applying
eye drops easier. Simple to use,
the Opticare accurately and safely
targets the eye and helps you to squeeze your
eye-drop bottle with minimum pressure. Fits most
round eye‑drop bottles from 5-15ml and supplied
with an adaptor to make it compatible with many
non‑standard bottles.

Labelling
We’ve got many years’ experience providing
essential products to help you identify items
around your home. Choose the mix of solutions
that best suits you:

RNIB PenFriend 2 audio
labeller (DL110)
Our easy-to-use labelling
device lets you record your own
voice on to sticky labels which you can attach
to a wide range of items, from spice jars to CDs
and clothing to tinned food. Simply play back the
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recording for easy identification.
Comes with 127 mixed-size labels
and 10 magnetic labels. You
can buy more labels, including
special laundry labels. The
magnetic labels make handy
reminders or notes to loved ones
on your fridge door.

Tactile bumps
Tactile bumps are small rubber
adhesive buttons that provide
you with a simple and effective
way to label everyday items.
Add them to your washing
machine to identify the
different settings and functions
and to your oven/hob dials to mark different
temperatures, or mark important keys
on your computer keyboard.
Available in a variety of colours including clear,
black and orange. Our small, round, orange
flat‑head BumperStops (DL25) are our bestsellers
and provide great contrast.
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Clocks and watches
Whether you’re catching the bus, going on a hot
date or heading to the dentist, we’ll do our bit to
keep you on time with our range of clocks and
watches. Whether you want an easy-to-see, tactile
or talking timepiece, we’ve got something to suit
your taste.

RNIB Communiclock (CC53)
At the touch of one large button
our talking calendar clock will
announce the time in a natural
male English voice.
Cube-shaped and without the
traditional clock face, the simple design makes this
clock easy for everyone to use. Press the button for
longer and it will announce the time, date and day.
It’s radio-controlled to automatically set the time
for you, and has tactile buttons to set the alarm
and calendar.
The battery compartment on the base is easy
to open and if you would prefer to power the clock
from the mains, a separate AC adaptor
is available (CC53AC).
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Stationery
From easy-to-see lined notepaper and bold
writing pens to large print and braille diaries,
calendars and address books, we’ve a range
of products to help keep you organised.

Big Print wall calendar
Our A3 wall calendar gives
a month-to-view on each
page. Large bold print and
two columns on high quality
paper make it easy to use.
The calendar is wire-bound and
has a wire hook for hanging.
The Berol Colourfine (DW27) and Broad (DW29)
pens are ideal for writing in your appointments
and special occasions.

Signature guide (DW42)
A black plastic frame that allows
you to write your signature
independently on cheques, letters
and legal documents.
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Out and about
We offer a full range of canes – long canes,
guide canes and symbol canes – as well as a
range of eyeshields, which reduce glare and
provide UV protection.

Ambutech symbol cane
Increase confidence when
you’re out and about with a
white symbol cane to highlight
to other people that you are
blind or partially sighted. This
reflective, lightweight aluminium cane folds into
four sections. Not to be used as a walking stick
or support aid. Available in three lengths: 85cm
(34”), 100cm (40”) and 105cm (42”). Red and white
banded symbol canes which highlight both hearing
and sight loss are also available.

Reading
Embrace your love of reading. For more
information about our reading services
call the Helpline on 0303 123 9999.
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RNIB Library
Our free Library has more than 60,000 books
in its collection – borrow a wide range of fiction
and non-fiction titles in braille, audio and giant
print. You can also borrow braille and giant print
sheet music.

RNIB Newsagent
Our Newsagent service provides a wide range
of newspapers and magazines in audio and
electronic text.
Plan your week’s TV or radio choices with
our Big Print guides; listen to your favourite
magazines; and keep up with the news by
getting your newspaper delivered to your
inbox or on a CD through your letterbox.

How to order
You can order online at shop.rnib.org.uk
or call our Helpline on 0303 123 9999.
Please note: some products in our range
are non-returnable unless faulty.
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